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Single Parent Families Jul 19 2021 Here is a comprehensive source of vital information on single parent families in
contemporary society. This book analyzes literature and empirical research concerning single parent families and
explores issues and challenges they face. Contributing authors from many fields and perspectives examine a broad
range of subjects relating to families in which one person is primarily responsible for parenting. The only state-of-theart compendium on the topic of single parent families available today, the book synthesizes empirical, theoretical, and
contemporary literature about the diversity, myths, and realities of single parent families in western countries.Each
chapter contains a demographic overview, definitions, a literature review, and implications for practice, research,
education, and social policy. Theoretical and conceptual perspectives related to parenting and wider families are
included. An analysis, synthesis, and commentary on single parent families concludes the volume. Themes highlighted
throughout the book include socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of single parent families, cultural and
ethnic features, and legal and ethical components. Some chapter topics include: single parenthood following divorce
single parenthood following death of a spouse never married teen mothers and fathers female-headed homeless
families adoptions by single parents noncustodial mothers and fathers grandparents as primary parents single parents
of children with disabilitiesSingle Parent Families contains additional resources useful for family professionals: an
annotated bibliography, a video/filmography, and a national community resource list. The book is intended for a
multidisciplinary audience, including sociologists, psychologists, health care professionals, social workers, therapists,
and other researchers, clinicians, policymakers, and educators. An ideal primary or reference text for undergraduate
and graduate level programs, the book can also serve as a tool for staff development and continuing education in
service agencies.
Positive Discipline for Single Parents Nov 03 2022 With the high rate of divorce, children are more likely than ever
before to be raised by a single parent. Now, from the author of Positive Discipline, here is the definitive book for single
parents to raising responsible, resp ectful children.
Single Mothers by Choice Jun 17 2021 The first handbook for the paoidly growing number of American women
choosing single motherhood, written by the director of the national organization, Single Mothers by Choice.
21 Advice & Encouragement for Single Parents & Their Children Jul 27 2019
Focus on Single-parent Families Feb 23 2022 A groundbreaking collection of writings on the growing phenomenon of
single-parent families in the United States, and how it impacts society as a whole. * 30 expert contributors—all highly
accomplished experts—address a variety of issues related to the growing number of single-parent families in the United
States * Bibliographic listings of references and additional readings conclude each chapter * Offers a complete index
Single Mother Jun 25 2019 Single Mother: Don’t Quit By: Patricia Ann Burton, MBA Single mothers everywhere
know that once you have kids, your dreams and goals will inevitably take a backseat to early school mornings, sports
practices, piano lessons, and making dinner every night. However, having children should never stop a woman from
achieving her goals. In this book, Burton will empower single mothers to spend some time on themselves and lay out a
comprehensive, motivational framework for finding a balance between family and work.

Single Parent Families May 05 2020 A host of misconceptions about single parenting are explored in this volume.
Topics examined include the interface between the family and the external environment, transitional stages in the life
of the family and support from the extended family. Attention is also paid to special categories of families: families of
ethnic minorities, father-headed families, adolescent parents and non-custodial parenting.
Therapy with Single Parents Jan 25 2022 Provide effective counseling to members of single-parent families With
more than half of all first marriages ending in divorce, it’s time to re-think the notion that “divorce” means “failure.”
Therapy with Single Parents focuses on the strengths of the single-parent family rather than its weaknesses, stressing
the need to look at the socially constructed norms, values, and definitions associated with marriage and family in
order to provide effective counseling. This unique book examines experiences that are common to single parents and
presents interventive strategies for treating single-parent family issues, drawing on clinical case studies to provide
technical knowledge in everyday language. Current research shows that single parents account for 27 percent of
family households that include children under 18 and that the number of single mothers in the United States more
than tripled between 1970 and 2000. Therapy with Single Parents challenges outdated notions that the single-parent
family is somehow deficient and associated with adjustment problems in children. It doesn’t ignore the anger, pain,
sadness, and guilt experienced by many members of single parent families but offers therapeutic considerations from
a more balanced approach. The book examines the social, psychological, and sexual experiences of newly single
parents and addresses the ups and downs they’ll face in dealing with schools, the workplace, and social services.
Therapy with Single Parents examines: social and psychological differences between divorce and widowhood cognitivebehavioral principles of single-parent families what children can learn from divorce dealing with the ghosts of past
relationships relationship rules dealing with adult children and extended families the effect of change in divorcing
families the feminization of poverty the therapeutic value of social networks Therapy with Single Parents is an
invaluable resource for psychologists, professional counselors, social workers, and marriage and family therapists.
The book presents a thorough, in-depth examination of the single-parent family system as a viable, healthy family
form.
In Defense of Single-Parent Families Mar 27 2022 Single-parent families succeed. Within these families children
thrive, develop, and grow, just as they do in a variety of family structures. Tragically, they must do so in the face of
powerful legal and social stigma that works to undermine them. As Nancy E. Dowd argues in this bold and original
book, the justifications for stigmatizing single-parent families are founded largely on myths, myths used to rationalize
harshly punitive social policies. Children, in increasing numbers, bear the brunt of those policies. In this generation,
more than two-thirds of all children will spend some time in a single-parent family before reaching age 18. The
damage done in the name of justified stigma, therefore, harms a great many children. Dowd details the primary
justifications for stigmatizing single-parent families, marshalling an impressive array of resources about single
parents that portray a very different picture of these families. She describes them in all their forms, with particular
attention to the differential treatment given never-married and divorced single parents, and to the impact of gender,
race, and class. Emphasizing that all families face significant conflicts between work and family responsibilities, Dowd
argues many two-parent families, in fact, function as single-parent caregiving households. The success or failure of
families, she contends, has little to do with form. Many of the problems faced by single-parent families mirror
problems faced by all families. Illustrating the harmful impact of current laws concerning divorce, welfare, and
employment, Dowd makes a powerful case for centering policy around the welfare and equality of all children. A
thought-provoking examination of the stereotypes, realities and possibilities of single-parent families, In Defense of
Single-Parent Families asks us to consider the true purpose or goal of a family.
Single Parents Oct 02 2022 Single Parents offers an overview of this growing phenomenon, the problems faced by
single-parent families, and their impact on society. Topics include men and women as single parents, single-mother
families and poverty, the legal system and single parents, gay and lesbian parents, moral issues, and the effects of
growing up in a single-parent family. The experiences of single parents in other countries are also discussed. This
volume lists numerous resources, among them federal government programs; state statutes concerning child custody
and adoption; private and public organizations; a guide to literature, films and videos; and information on the
Internet. Lists numerous resources such as federal government programs, private and public organizations, films and
videos, and information on the Internet
Single Parent Families May 17 2021 Here is a comprehensive source of vital information on single parent families in
contemporary society. This book analyzes literature and empirical research concerning single parent families and
explores issues and challenges they face. Contributing authors from many fields and perspectives examine a broad
range of subjects relating to families in which one person is primarily responsible for parenting. The only state-of-theart compendium on the topic of single parent families available today, the book synthesizes empirical, theoretical, and
contemporary literature about the diversity, myths, and realities of single parent families in western countries. Each

chapter contains a demographic overview, definitions, a literature review, and implications for practice, research,
education, and social policy. Theoretical and conceptual perspectives related to parenting and wider families are
included. An analysis, synthesis, and commentary on single parent families concludes the volume. Themes highlighted
throughout the book include socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of single parent families, cultural and
ethnic features, and legal and ethical components. Some chapter topics include: single parenthood following divorce
single parenthood following death of a spouse never married teen mothers and fathers female-headed homeless
families adoptions by single parents noncustodial mothers and fathers grandparents as primary parents single parents
of children with disabilities Single Parent Families contains additional resources useful for family professionals: an
annotated bibliography, a video/filmography, and a national community resource list. The book is intended for a
multidisciplinary audience, including sociologists, psychologists, health care professionals, social workers, therapists,
and other researchers, clinicians, policymakers, and educators. An ideal primary or reference text for undergraduate
and graduate level programs, the book can also serve as a tool for staff development and continuing education in
service agencies.
Single Parents Can Be Proud Parents Jun 29 2022 Single Parents Can Be Proud Parents—My Story to His Glory---Our
children are God’s gifts to us. As parents, we must cultivate, nurture, and treasure them, as well as make them feel
appreciated and loved. Many single parents often look at single parenting as a task too large to undertake, and
rightfully so, if they try to do it on their own. Through her simple yet inspiring words, Dr. Shaw encourages you in
Single Parents Can Be Proud Parents—My Story to His Glory, that when facing challenges, you can still be the proud
and successful parent that God has called you to be. When you place your total confidence and trust in the Almighty
God, He will lead you every step of the way.
Chicken Soup for the Single Parent's Soul Mar 03 2020 Offers inspiration and advice to single parents going through
difficult times, providing reassurance to those who worry they aren't living up to expectations, and reminds them of
the unique influence they have on their children's lives.
Single Parents & Dating Aug 08 2020 Single parent dating is a complex topic that embodies a myriad of issues,
questions and concerns.Should single parents date? How long should they wait after a divorce to start dating? What
should they say to their kids? How should they go about introducing their dates to their kids? When should they
introduce their date to their kids. How will the kids feel? What about intimacy? Should they try to live together? How
well does that work? What to expect from the kids, the partner? How to handle integrating together single families
with diverse interests.These and other sensitive issues are explored in this short, but hard hitting, straight to the point
book that provides a guide for single parents who want to reenter the world of dating again..
Experiences of Single - Mother Doctoral Students as They Navigate Between the Educational System, Societal
Expectations, and Parenting Their Children: A Phenomenological Approach Jun 05 2020 Among many factors, perhaps
their confidence was shaped by cultural mantras in the United States, which proclaim that this is a country of
opportunity where it is possible to pursue one’s dreams and “reach the top of [one’s] potential,” as one of the
participants indicated. Of relevance, there are a multitude of good reasons for women to leave abusive relationships in
order to reach their full potential, and this was what many single-mother doctoral students have had to do. On one
hand, societal expectations are on their side, encouraging them to leave the relationship. On the other hand, when they
do leave, they often experience a crippling lack of cultural, societal, and programmatic support. When they left these
relationships and decided to pursue their doctorates while being single parents to their children, they were often
marginalized by their universities’ doctoral programs and faculty, by peers, and by what should have been their
support systems.
Housing of Single-parent Families Dec 12 2020
Single Parents Families Aug 20 2021 Maybe you've heard the statistics about children growing up in single-parent
families. According to a lot of the research, these kids are more likely to struggle in school, have difficulties with the
law, and deal with drug and alcohol abuse-along with other problems. But does growing up with a single parent have
to mean these things will happen? Are these children going to lead worse lives than those with two parents? This book
tells the stories of several single-parent families, their struggles, and the things they have learned from their situations.
These families are not concerned with the statistics, but with making their families and themselves the best they can
be.
Choosing Single Motherhood Sep 28 2019 "Choosing Single Motherhood is the first comprehensive resource book
available for women who have chosen, or are thinking of choosing, single motherhood. Based on extensive research,
advice from child experts and family therapists, and conversations with more than one hundred “thinkers' and single
mothers, this book funnels twenty-five years of hindsight into up-to-date insight on all aspects of the Choice
Motherhood movement Every year thousands of professional, unmarried women debate whether to have a child; this
book gives them the tools to make and responsibly execute that decision. From how to answer a child's “daddy”

questions to the pros and cons of using a known donor to how the children of pioneering Choice Moms feel about the
lifestyle, this book is the one resource needed by every woman who makes this decision."
Financial Relief for Single Parents Feb 11 2021 The challenging spiral of financial hardship can overwhelm even the
most buoyant soul. Few know this better than single parents who face the seemingly endless burden alone. As a single
mom fending for herself, Brenda Armstrong learned this firsthand. She also learned how to turn her situation around.
Both her personal discoveries and the key insights she gleaned from years of service alongside Larry Burkett are
reflected in this proven plan for achieving the seemingly impossible. Financial Relief for Single Parents will put
readers on a healthier financial path. By combining the practical, biblical principles and proven, achievable steps
presented in this guidebook, they will discover that financial freedom is possible, even for single parents.
Warum dänische Kinder glücklicher und ausgeglichener sind Jul 31 2022 Was macht Dänemark zum glücklichsten
Land der Welt, und wie erziehen die Dänen glückliche, selbstbewusste und erfolgreiche Kinder? Jessica Joelle
Alexander und Iben Dissing Sandahl verraten das Geheimnis der glücklichsten Familien. Mit aufschlussreichen
Beispielen und leicht umzusetzenden Ratschlägen erläutern sie die sechs Grundsätze der dänischen Erziehung (G-L-UE-C-K): Gutes Spiel, Lernorientierung, Umdeuten, Empathie, Coolbleiben und Kuscheliges Zusammensein. Für
entspannte, starke und glückliche Kinder!
Star Wars: Darth Vader und Sohn Jan 31 2020
Wie die Erde um die Sonne Dec 24 2021 Eine Liebe wie nicht von dieser Welt Graham und ich waren nicht
füreinander bestimmt. Und doch hatten wir zusammen unsere höchsten Höhen erreicht, und waren zusammen in die
tiefsten Tiefen hinabgestürzt. Seine Luft war zu meinem Atem geworden, sein Boden war meine Erde. Die Flammen
seines Herzens waren mein Feuer und seine Tränen mein Wasser. Sein Geist wurde zu meiner Seele. Und dennoch
war nun der Moment gekommen, Abschied zu nehmen. "Dieses Buch hat mich lachen und weinen lassen. Dieses Buch
hat mein Herz gestohlen! Wie die Erde um die Sonne erzählt eine unvergessliche Geschichte von Liebe, Verlust,
Familie, Freundschaft und der einen besonderen Person, die ein Hoffnungsschimmer ist, auch wenn die Welt um sie
herum in Dunkelheit liegt!" Steamy Reads Blog Band 4 der Romance-Elements-Reihe von Bestseller-Autorin
Brittainy C. Cherry
Lebenslage Alleinerziehen Sep 01 2022
Positive Discipline for Single Parents, Revised and Updated 2nd Edition Jan 13 2021 A Positive, Proven Approach to
Single Parenting! As a single parent in our complex world, you face the challenge of doing alone a job that was meant
for two people. In addition, self-doubt and guilt may dampen the joy you experience raising your child. What do you
do? Over the years, millions of parents just like you have come to trust Jane Nelsen's classic POSITIVE DISCIPLINE
series for its consistant, commonsense approach to child rearing. In this completely revised and updated edition of
Positive Discipline for Single Parents you'll learn how to succeed as a single parent in the most important job of your
life: raising a child who is responsible, respectful, and resourceful. Inside this reassuring book, you'll discover how to:
·Identify potential problems and develop skills to prevent them ·Budget time each week for family activities ·Create a
respectful coparenting relationship with your former spouse ·Use nonpunitive methods to help your children make
wise decisions about their behavior ·And much, much more! "Provides very important information for single parents,
especially in today's violent society. Used as a resource, it can help parents deal with discipline issues in a positive way
and in turn help their children become responsible citizens."—Judye Foy, international vice president, Community
Relations, Parents Without Partners "Another great resource for both single parents and therapists . . . practical and
enjoyable to read. A must for your parenting library."—Stephen Sprinkel, marriage and family therapist
Single Parenting Mar 15 2021 It is fair to say that most people don't ever expect to become single parents. And it is
also safe to say that you are never really prepared for the role. However, according to U.S. census records, there are
more than 13.6 million single parents in the United States and the number continues to grow. It is not just women who
are now responsible for the task of raising children by themselves; the number of single fathers is also increasing.As a
single parent, you will be faced with a number of challenges. Some may surprise you. Others will be expected. The
more information you have, the easier it will be to navigate these challenges and successfully transition into the role of
a single parent.This book is designed to help you navigate the transition successfully. We will talk about the emotions
you will probably feel, how to find support, and how to establish priorities and plan for success. We will wrap it all up
with a look at why being a single parent can be tremendously rewarding and how to maintain a positive outlook
Therapy with Single Parents Oct 10 2020 Provide effective counseling to members of single-parent families With
more than half of all first marriages ending in divorce, it's time to re-think the notion that “divorce” means “failure.”
Therapy with Single Parents focuses on the strengths of the single-parent family rather than its weaknesses, stressing
the need to look at the socially constructed norms, values, and definitions associated with marriage and family in
order to provide effective counseling. This unique book examines experiences that are common to single parents and
presents interventive strategies for treating single-parent family issues, drawing on clinical case studies to provide

technical knowledge in everyday language. Current research shows that single parents account for 27 percent of
family households that include children under 18 and that the number of single mothers in the United States more
than tripled between 1970 and 2000. Therapy with Single Parents challenges outdated notions that the single-parent
family is somehow deficient and associated with adjustment problems in children. It doesn't ignore the anger, pain,
sadness, and guilt experienced by many members of single parent families but offers therapeutic considerations from
a more balanced approach. The book examines the social, psychological, and sexual experiences of newly single
parents and addresses the ups and downs they'll face in dealing with schools, the workplace, and social services.
Therapy with Single Parents examines: social and psychological differences between divorce and widowhood cognitivebehavioral principles of single-parent families what children can learn from divorce dealing with the ghosts of past
relationships relationship rules dealing with adult children and extended families the effect of change in divorcing
families the feminization of poverty the therapeutic value of social networks Therapy with Single Parents is an
invaluable resource for psychologists, professional counselors, social workers, and marriage and family therapists.
The book presents a thorough, in-depth examination of the single-parent family system as a viable, healthy family
form.
Research on Women's Issues in Transportation, Report of a Conference Apr 03 2020
Forever Right Now Nov 22 2021 Kann ihre Liebe gegen die Schatten der Vergangenheit bestehen? Darlene
Montgomery will in Seattle ganz von vorn anfangen und sich auf ihre Karriere als Tänzerin konzentrieren, nachdem
sie endlich ihre Drogenprobleme überwunden hat. Das Letzte, was sie gebrauchen kann, ist in die Probleme ihres
attraktiven Nachbarn Sawyer hineingezogen zu werden. Der junge Vater kämpft nicht nur darum, sein Jura-Examen
zu schaffen, sondern auch um das Sorgerecht für seine Tochter. Aber bald schon kann Darlene sich ein Leben ohne
ihn und die kleine Olivia nicht mehr vorstellen. Doch als ausgerechnet ihre eigene Vergangenheit Sawyers Aussichten
bedroht, sein Kind behalten zu dürfen, wird ihre Beziehung auf eine harte Probe gestellt ... "Emotional, brillant,
wunderschön!" BEWARE OF THE READER Band 2 der Only-Love-Trilogie
In Praise of Single Parents May 29 2022 A frank and compassionate look at all that it means for mothers and fathers
to raise children alone.
Single parents band together Aug 27 2019 Support group for single parents.
When God is Their Father, Too...A Guide for the Single-Parent Household Jan 01 2020 In When God is their Father,
Too... A Guide for the Single-Parent Household, Stephanie McCaskill shines a light on single parenthood and the
importance of providing children with a Christian foundation. Unfortunately, there are many children who are being
raised, not only without a father in the home, but without their biological parents. As a result, these children grow up
with all types of issues. And their only hope is Jesus! This is why it is imperative for single parents to have a personal
relationship with the Lord. When we know Jesus, we can impart the kingdom of God into our children and change
their lives, our communities and the world.
The Journey into Wholeness for Single Mothers Oct 29 2019 You are not alone. If you have taken The Transforming
Journey of Truth, Hope, and Love for Single Mothers, those four words you are not alone resonate in your soul.
Youre no longer a single mother feeling alone and lost on a dark road with no destination. Your personal journey has
transformed you into a single mother in a Half Family who is standing on the borders of Wholeness. Only this
transformation prepares you to embark on a new journey: The Journey into Wholeness for Single Mothers.
Therefore, if you feel alone, torn apart by the harsh reality of life as a single mother, and long to be whole, choose to
take the transforming journey first. Whether you are a single mother by separation, divorce, or an unwed pregnancy,
you will discover the light of truth which exposes all the rough spots on your road, the hope to maneuver through
these challenges, and the love that leads you to a new path. Standing on the borders of this new path, you discover the
three secrets to wholeness, which reveal a narrow road. As we travel together, you will experience the glorious
splendor of this journey with each deliberate, selfless, and sacrificial step, receive wonderful blessings, and see a
glimpse of heaven.
The Triple Bind of Single-Parent Families Sep 20 2021 Available Open Access under CC-BY-NC licence. Single
parents face a triple bind of inadequate resources, employment, and policies, which in combination further complicate
their lives. This book - multi-disciplinary and comparative in design - shows evidence from over 40 countries, along
with detailed case studies of Sweden, Iceland, Scotland, and the UK. It covers aspects of well-being that include
poverty, good quality jobs, the middle class, wealth, health, children’s development and performance in school, and
reflects on social justice. Leading international scholars challenge our current understanding of what works and draw
policy lessons on how to improve the well-being of single parents and their children.
Transitions in the Lives of Single Parents Jul 07 2020
Growing Up with a Single Parent Apr 15 2021 Nonwhite and white, rich and poor, born to an unwed mother or
weathering divorce, over half of all children in the current generation will live in a single-parent family--and these

children simply will not fare as well as their peers who live with both parents. This is the clear and urgent message of
this powerful book. Based on four national surveys and drawing on more than a decade of research, Growing Up with
a Single Parent sharply demonstrates the connection between family structure and a child's prospects for success.
What are the chances that the child of a single parent will graduate from high school, go on to college, find and keep a
job? Will she become a teenage mother? Will he be out of school and out of work? These are the questions the authors
pursue across the spectrum of race, gender, and class. Children whose parents live apart, the authors find, are twice
as likely to drop out of high school as those in two-parent families, one and a half times as likely to be idle in young
adulthood, twice as likely to become single parents themselves. This study shows how divorce--particularly an
attendant drop in income, parental involvement, and access to community resources--diminishes children's chances
for well-being. The authors provide answers to other practical questions that many single parents may ask: Does the
gender of the child or the custodial parent affect these outcomes? Does having a stepparent, a grandmother, or a
nonmarital partner in the household help or hurt? Do children who stay in the same community after divorce fare
better? Their data reveal that some of the advantages often associated with being white are really a function of family
structure, and that some of the advantages associated with having educated parents evaporate when those parents
separate. In a concluding chapter, McLanahan and Sandefur offer clear recommendations for rethinking our current
policies. Single parents are here to stay, and their worsening situation is tearing at the fabric of our society. It is
imperative, the authors show, that we shift more of the costs of raising children from mothers to fathers and from
parents to society at large. Likewise, we must develop universal assistance programs that benefit low-income twoparent families as well as single mothers. Startling in its findings and trenchant in its analysis, Growing Up with a
Single Parent will serve to inform both the personal decisions and governmental policies that affect our
children's--and our nation's--future.
Choosing Single Motherhood Nov 30 2019 Provides information and advice for women choosing to become single
mothers, and includes interviews with family therapists and single mothers on the topic.
The Single Mother's Social Club Nov 10 2020 Providing inspirational support, advice and a lifeline for single parents
no matter what their circumstances, this is a unique guide to navigating solo parenthood - from journalist, Sunday
Life columnist and single mum, Jacinta Tynan.
Single Parents Sep 08 2020 If you are a single parent, you already know you have one of the hardest jobs in the world.
Trying to be both dad and mom--breadwinner, cook, chauffeur, comforter, dishwasher, homework helper,
disciplinarian, nurse, and role mode--can wear down the hardiest man or woman. But do you know that God, in the
Bible, offers words of grace, power, and hope especially for you? Robert D. Jones addresses the many different issues
that single parents struggle with--guilt, bad memories, anger, bitterness, resentment, loss, grief, and fear. Then he
shares biblical truths and practical parenting strategies that will give you hope and direction for each day.
Single Parents Oct 22 2021 This edited volume addresses how single mothers and fathers are represented in novels,
self-help literature, daily newspapers, film and television, as well as within their own narratives in interviews on social
media. With proportions varying between countries, the number of single parents has been increasing steadily since
the 1970s in the Western world. Contributions to this volume analyse how various societies respond to these parents
and family forms. Through a range of materials, methodologies and national perspectives, chapters make up three
sections to cover single mothers, single fathers and solo mothers (single women who became parents through assisted
reproductive technologies). The authors reveal that single parenthood is divided along the lines of gender and
socioeconomic status, with age, sexuality and the reason for being a single parent coming into play. Chapter 11 is
available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
Das Buch, von dem du dir wünschst, deine Eltern hätten es gelesen Apr 27 2022 »Ein ganz besonderer
Erziehungsratgeber.« ZEIT In ihrem Bestseller erklärt Philippa Perry, worauf es zwischen Eltern und Kindern
wirklich ankommt. Die erfahrene Psychotherapeutin verrät, wie wir schmerzliche Erfahrungen aus der eigenen
Kindheit nicht weitergeben, sondern heilen. Wenn wir uns bewusst machen, dass unsere eigene Erziehung auch das
Verhältnis zu unseren Kindern beeinflusst, können wir aus Fehlern lernen – und sie wiedergutmachen. Wir erfahren,
wie wir aus negativen Verhaltensmustern ausbrechen und mit impulsiven Gefühlen umgehen. »Philippa Perry hat ein
sehr kluges, geradezu weises Buch geschrieben.« taz
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